
ASSESSMENT AND BEYOND:  

creating a meaningful clinical rotation
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Assessment drives learning
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Learn+Fun! Social Media and 
Gamification sum up to foster a 
community of practice during an 
Emergency Medicine Rotation
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Fernandes, Rene A Tio, Marco Antonio de Carvalho-Filho
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Purpose. Medical students and clinical teachers thrive to

establish meaningful learning relationships in overwhelmed and

ever-shorter clinical rotations. The challenge for medical

educators is to design pedagogical approaches capable of

bonding students and teachers into the same community of

practice (CoP). In this work, the authors explored how Social

Media and Gamification strategies sum up to boost medical

students’ participation in a blended learning strategy to teach

Emergency Medicine.

Method. Final year medical students (n=462) from 5

consecutive years were included in a longitudinal study with

historical controls and were divided into three groups. The first

group (CONTROL; n=125) had access to a blended learning

strategy; the second group (FACE; n=179) had access to the

blended learning strategy and interacted with a fictional

facilitator in Social Media; and the third group (GAME; n=158)

had access to the former strategies plus a gamification

approach.
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